
 

Above is the Statistical Results Summary for an analysis of 4 different Grib sources from June 3
rd

 2016 2030Z to June 5
th

 2016 0400Z. The listed 

granularity is 1 minute.  

Each Grib file summary line explains how often the time steps were inside each grib and the resolution of the grib data points.  

 EX: COAMPS had 3 hr time steps and grib points 7.8 nm to 59.7 nm apart. *only NDFD had higher resolution than COAMPS.  

TWS in knots: displays a “correlation percentage” describing how the forecast aligned with up/down trends in the actual TWS experienced 

developing a RMS error. It provides a percentage of time for the forecasted TWS above and below the observed TWS, with an average value of 

where that time was spent.  



TWD in degrees: displays a “correlation percentage” describing how the forecast aligned with left/right trends in the actual TWD experienced 

developing a RMS error. It provides a percentage of time for the forecasted TWD left or right of the observed TWD, with an average value of where 

that time was spent.  

Error: represents the aggregate RMS error for all the above/below TWS values, left/right TWD values, and forecast trends of alignment, divergence, 

convergence for both TWS and TWD forecasts.  

 Alignment – forecast value is incorrect, but follows the trend line of the observed value.  

(ex: TWS is forecast to increase from 4 knots to 10 knots. The capture data is that it increased from 6 knots to 12 knots. The trend was 

accurate, but value offset was 2 knots. This trend line matched even though the value was incorrect.  

 Divergent – forecast value is incorrect, and moves in opposite direction of observed data.  

(ex: TWD is forecasted at 120 Mag and to develop into 160 TWD. Captured data started at 120 Mag but shifted left to 090 TWD. This 

is a “divergent” forecast.) 

 Convergent – Forecast value is incorrect, but moves towards the forecasted value 

(ex: TWS is forecast at 14 knots and to develop into 18 knots. The captured data is 12 knots and becomes 18 knots. The value was 

initially incorrect but trended in the correct direction and become the predicted value.) 


